Some of the elements instructional designers must consider when designing screens for computer based instruction (CBI) include legibility, readability, and particularly font size. The purpose of this study was to determine which size font is most effective for CBI. Participants were 163 undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in an upper-level computer course at a western university. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups. Each treatment group received a different font size. All subjects received a computerized version of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form E. The four dependent measures were reading comprehension, satisfaction, preference, and distance from computer screen. The three independent measures were font size, age, and section. Results indicated a lack of satisfaction with the assigned font sizes of 10 and 12 points and satisfaction with font sizes of 14 and 16 points. Subjects preferred the 16-point font size to other sizes. (Contains 24 references.) (AEF)
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Some of the elements instructional designers must consider when designing screens for computer based instruction (CBI) include legibility, readability, and particularly font size. These elements are also factors that influence the comprehension and speed with which people learn (Grabinger, 1992). Although Grabinger proposes that no single element promotes learning more than another, the combination of these elements on the computer screen affects learning more than any single element. The contribution of font size in the development of CBI deserves investigation. The purpose of this study was to determine which size font is most effective for computer based instruction users.

Several research studies were conducted between 1885 and 1963 on the legibility of print based information. Tinker (1963) reported that no single method of measurement is adequate for determining the legibility of print in all kinds of typographical setups. Tinker provides several guidelines, based on the research prior to 1963, for the optimal legibility in print materials. These guidelines include (a) leading (space between lines) has an important effect on the legibility of type, especially in fonts smaller than 12 point and (b) font sizes between 8 and 12 points are acceptable. Eleven point font is the best size for reading speed and comprehension.

Many of the recommendations offered in the literature lack research support. One example is the recommendation of Felker, Pickering, Charrow, and Holland (1981) of 8 to 10 point font for the printed page of documents, and 14 point font for headings on documents. These authors reported the most effective font size should be easy to read and pleasing to the eye but offered no real evidence of what constituted ease of reading and what is pleasant to the eye.

A review of literature revealed very little direct research on computer font size. Similarly there was only limited research concerning font size for television screens. A television screen is an interface similar to a computer monitor but there are some major differences. These differences are that television is not typically used for extensive reading, the viewer to screen distance is usually greater than the typical distance of one to three feet for a computer screen, and the resolution and the physics of screen refresh for a television screen is different from a computer screen.

Although the television research results do not apply directly to this study, some of the techniques and concepts from this research do apply. One of these is the more general "subtended angle" approach rather than trying to identify specific fonts for specific distances. Nevertheless, this study had a different medium and different tasks to study.

With the advent of television, researchers began studying the legibility of characters on television screens. Smith (1979) showed a proportional width font is significantly better for recognition of words on TV screens than a non-proportional font. Research shows that character size ranging from 10 to 24 minutes of vertical arc is best for legibility on television screens (Shurtleff, 1967). Minutes of arc refer to the angle defined by the top of the character, the eye, and the bottom of the character. This angle is the subtended angle.

Shurtleff (1967) reported on legibility and symbol size on television screen in a review of literature that gave guidelines for accuracy of reading to occur. The examination found that viewers required a visual size of between 12 and 15 minutes of arc and vertical resolution between 8 and 12 scanning lines per symbol height.

Legibility involves perceiving letters and words, and the reading of continuous textual material. In the final analysis, optimal legibility of print is achieved by typographical arrangement in which shape of letters and other symbols, characteristic word forms, and all other typographical factors such as type size, line width, leading, page layout, and density are coordinated to produce comfortable vision, and easy rapid reading with comprehension.

Computer technology is rapidly becoming a component in training and education. People are using computers to learn new concepts and reinforce previously learned cognitive and motor skills. One such issue of interest is the legibility of the text on the computer screen. Legibility affects several aspects of learning, including the reading speed of the user and the comprehension of the information by the user (Tinker, 1963). Therefore, the legibility of the text on the computer screen is an item of importance to designers of computer based instruction.

Several authors (Heines, 1984; Hooper & Hannafin, 1986; Criswell, 1989) provide guidelines for optimal font size, leading, blank space, and line justification on computer screens. These guidelines are similar across the literature and are as follows: font size for computer screens should be 10 or 12 point, leading should be 15% of the character width, and left justification should be used, leaving the right edge of the screen jagged (Brockman, 1990). There is some difference in opinion about the recommended length of the line, with Hooper and Hannafin (1986) recommending up to 80 characters per line (the entire screen width) and Brockman (1990) and Merrill (1982) recommending that white space be left on the edges of the screen. While these guidelines are useful for designers of computer based instruction, there is little research using computer screens to support these guidelines. This study investigated the relationship of font size, comprehension, and user preference.

One aspect of legibility is the font size of the text displayed. While there is research relating to font size for printed information, little is available on font size as related to legibility when text is displayed on the computer screen. There are guidelines provided for use of font size on computer screens, but these guidelines tend to be based on print research (Hooper & Hannafin, 1986).
Giddings (1972) conducted a legibility experiment in an effort to determine optimum height for characters under particular conditions. Giddings' experiment attempted to find suitable sizes for words and numbers appearing on a directly viewed CRT. The results indicated that differences were found in the legibility of 6 letter words under particular conditions. Giddings' experiment attempted to find suitable sizes for words and numbers appearing on a CRT display. Tachistoscopic recognition refers to the length of time a viewer screen. Threshold visibility pertains to the distance at which a viewer can recognize characters on a viewer screen. Findings indicated accuracy improved as font size increased and regressed as distance increased. The effect of higher levels of luminance was greater accuracy for the smaller character sizes and the further distances from the display screen. Response time increased as character size decreased and viewing distance increased.

Further, increases in luminance improved tachistoscopic recognition accuracy more for the smaller character sizes than larger. No significant findings were produced for threshold visibility. The conclusion by Snyder & Taylor (1979) was that characters less than 4.79 mm in height at a viewing distance of 1.5 m will significantly reduce legibility.

Similar research by Beldie, Pastoor, & Schwarz (1983) examined the question: Are variable-matrix characters more legible than fixed-matrix letters on readability, error identification, and the ability to locate the position of the target word on a CRT screen? In this experiment, fixed width characters occupied the same amount of horizontal space. Variable width proportional characters occupied differing width spaces depending on the character. Variable width characters such as "i" occupied less horizontal space than "w." The findings suggested that a proportional width font, even without serifs, is significantly better for recognition of words on television screens. The authors recommended it for text displays.

Hathaway's (1984) literature review revealed interesting findings regarding letter size and density of display text. In a review of Smith's (1979) research, Hathaway examined letter size as it interfaced with legibility. Smith found that the viewers sitting 24 inches from a computer screen would need letters no larger than 3/16", and 94 percent of viewers would need letters no larger than 3/32" high from the same distance.

Readability

Comprehension and readability are important factors when designing screen layout and selecting the most effective size of font. Presenting lessons effectively on the screen is one of the central problems in computer based learning (Isaacs, 1987). Although font size is an important issue when designing computer screens, the instructional designer must consider typographic factors, organization factors, cueing factors, and control factors, in addition to the content (Grabinger, 1989).

Density of displayed text on a CRT impacts the speed with which readers comprehend material (Kolers, 1981; Jonassen, 1982; Hooper & Hannafin, 1986). Subjects read faster and more accurately with double spaced text than with single spaced text. Koler's findings indicated 80 characters per line resulted in faster and more accurate reading. Both the Jonassen, and the Hooper & Hannafin studies suggested that ragged right margins are easier to read than right justified lines.

Milheim & Lavix (1992) suggest using various type sizes and fonts to emphasize certain materials and variety. These suggestions include using bold type face for higher-level information such as titles or headings and using mixed-case letters for higher legibility and faster reading. Further, Bailey and Milheim (1991) recommend using only one font style per screen, text sizes larger than 12 point, and primarily using New York or Geneva fonts. Faiola (1990) suggests using screens that are consistent in size, color, and fonts for text, since more than two or three typefaces and/or sizes used within one screen can be disconcerting to learners.

Grabinger (1988, 1992) studied the effects of single and multiple dimensions on the computer screen in relation to learners' ability to read a computer screen (readability) and the understanding and learning that followed the viewing of the screen (study-ability). The purpose of this research was to identify constructs that could guide the design of computer screens used to display information in computer-assisted instruction, hypermedia, or on-line help applications. Grabinger reported comprehensibility is the combination of readability and study-ability. He further reported that single element research is extremely important in identifying the strengths, weaknesses, and potential problems of using specific attributes on CRT screens, such as font size.

Grabinger's findings indicate that screens that are organized according to functional areas with space, boxes, and lines, the use of headings, directive cues, and spaced paragraphs combined to present planned, controlled, organized, and structured appearances are the best for learning conceptual ideas. Further, visual interest is an important element. Grabinger reported that screens that are plain, simple, unbalanced, and bare are perceived as undesirable, while a moderate
degree of complexity creates an environment that invited further exploration, in other words, motivation to continue reading.

On the other hand, in related research, Morrison, Ross, & O'Dell (1988) suggest that low density narratives promote better learning and more favorable attitudes on CBI lessons by reducing reading and cognitive processing demand of screen displays. The notion here is instructional designers, at the time of publishing, use the same design formats and teaching strategies traditionally incorporated in print lessons for developing CBI lessons. The rationale behind the study is that computers impose constraints on the display of instructional text because they offer considerably less flexibility than books. Computers limit the visible display to one page at a time, make backward paging for review more difficult, and limit the size of the page layout to 24 lines and 40-80 characters.

Pastoor, Schwarz, & Beldie (1983) conducted research on font sizes presented on standard home color television sets. Subjects performed five different tasks and rated the various character sizes. Their qualitative performance for all tasks was the same with each of the different character sizes; the amount of time necessary to complete the task, however, varied up to more than 20%. This would seem to indicate that none of the character sizes exhibited deficiencies that would exclude their use on color television screens. However, considering the time variance measured, and the fact that the larger font sizes decreased the time with which subjects could perform the tasks, the larger fonts appeared to be better for use on television screens. In all tasks, smaller character sizes produced poorer performance.

Research Questions

The purpose of this study was to find a font size, or sizes, to recommend for presenting text on a computer monitor. There are some obvious limits on the font size because of the discriminatory limits of the eye on the inability of the pixel resolution of a monitor to differentiate one character from another at extremely small sizes. There is also a limitation at which font sizes are too large to read. In the extreme, a 1000 point font would be almost 15 inches tall, much too tall to see even one letter on most computer monitors. Somewhere in between these extremes are the appropriate font sizes that users normally see on computer screens, such as 12 point, 16 point, and 24 point. The assumption is there is some determinable range of these font sizes that are readable, and a subset of the range that especially facilitates reading speed and comprehension. Finding the appropriate subset was the goal of this research.

Another question of interest is whether users might prefer one font size over another when reading for speed and comprehension. If there are several font sizes that promote optimal reading speed and comprehension, user preference might be a factor to help direct a font choice.

Methodology

Participants

The sample consisted of one hundred and sixty-three undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in an upper-level computer course entitled "Classroom Applications of Educational Technology" at a western university. The age of the volunteer subjects ranged from 20 to 46.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups. Each treatment group received a different font size. Group one with 47 subjects used 10 point font. Group two with 37 subjects used 12 point font. Group three with 47 subjects used 14 point font. Group four with 32 subjects used 16 point font.

All subjects received a computerized version of the comprehensive section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test Form E (1991). The comprehensive section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test consists of eight passages with one to eight paragraphs in each followed by four to eight questions. The passages were presented in a scrolling window on the screen. When the student completed reading the passage, the student moved to another screen and answered the questions on the passage. The student could not go back to the passage and review. This procedure was repeated for all eight passages.

The passages were presented on Apple Macintosh Centris model 610 and 650 computers with 14 inch display monitors. The passages were displayed with mixed case black letters on a white background in a Times Truetype font style. The font sizes were 10, 12, 14, or 16 point depending on the treatment group.

Procedure

The subjects received the following instructions before reading the first passages: (a) position themselves to a height with their eyes between the middle of the screen and the top of the screen, (b) seat themselves between 24" and 30" from the screen, and (c) enter their year of birth and await further instructions. After each student completed these tasks they were instructed about the passage content, number of questions, and the 15 minute time limit.
The subjects proceeded through the reading comprehension test at their own pace. The size of the text on the screen was randomly assigned by the computer program. Upon completion of the test, the subjects responded to a question about font size satisfaction. If unsatisfied, the subjects chose a font size from 10, 12, 14, and 16 point size. These subjects who were not within the range were noted in the experimental log.

**Results**

**Dependent measures**

There are four dependent measures: reading comprehension, satisfaction, preference, and distance from computer screen. Reading comprehension measured participants' reading comprehension of test passages. Satisfaction measured participants' satisfaction with assigned font size. Preference measured participants' preferred font size after the treatment. Posture indicates whether the students were inside or outside the optimal 2-2 1/2 feet from the screen during the reading of the passages.

**Independent Measures**

There are three independent measures: font size, age, and section. Subjects were randomly assigned to the font size groups by the computer program and were assigned sections based on which class they were in.

**Design and data analysis**

An ANCOVA was conducted using the dependent variable reading comprehension and the independent variables of font size and section. No reading comprehension differences were found for the main effects (F=0.35, p=.78 for font size and F=0.61, p=.77 for section) or interaction (F=1.23, p=.23) at a = 0.05. Likewise, the covariance of age did not effect the reading comprehension (F=0.13, p=.71). The ANCOVA source table is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>ANCOVA for Font Size by Section with Covariate of Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Size</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Size by Section</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Chi-square was performed to examine whether a significant difference occurred between font size and satisfaction. A significant difference, shown in Table 2 (Chi-square = 74.204, p <.001) was found for satisfaction at a =.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Chi-Square of Font Size by Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Font Size</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>97.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>83.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>46.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Chi-square was performed to examine whether a significant difference occurred between font size and preference (See Table 3). A significant difference (Chi-square = 51.81, p <.001) was found for preference at a =.05.
Table 3
Chi-square of Font Size by Preference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Font Size</th>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>53.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>37.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>57.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Chi-square was performed to examine whether a significant difference occurred between subject's distance from screen and font size. No significant difference (Chi-square = 4.78, p = 0.573) was found at a = .05. See Table 4 for the Chi-square results.

Table 4
Chi-square of font size by distance from screen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Leaning Forward</th>
<th>Leaning Normal</th>
<th>Leaning Back</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>68.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>75.68</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>34.04</td>
<td>61.70</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The research hypothesis that an optimal font size for CBI design could be determined by our efforts lacked support. Reading comprehension scores did not show a significant difference. Most subjects needed more than the allowed fifteen minutes to complete the passages.

Results indicated a lack of satisfaction with the assigned font sizes of 10 and 12 points, however they were satisfied with font sizes of 14 and 16 points. Subjects preferred the 16 point size to the other font sizes. This result indicates a possible ceiling effect for font size at 16 points. From this we may infer that optimal font size recommendations of 10 - 12 point derived from print media research (Hooper & Hannafin, 1986; Tinker, 1963) are not adequate for CBI applications. Further our results conflict with those of Heines (1984) and Criswell (1989) which recommend a font size of 10 to 12 points. However, our results do agree with those of Pastoor, Schwarz & Beldie (1983) and Bailey and Milheim (1991) which favor larger font sizes.

This study had a number of limitations. The first group of subjects all received the 10 point font. This unexpected result apparently occurred as a consequence of the way HyperCard began its random number generation function. Subjects could have been randomly assigned in advance and not randomly assigned by group from the HyperCard random number generator. Legibility could have been more closely controlled. The reading test was expected to be completed within 15 minutes. However, only 8% of the subjects completed all passages and questions. Subjects should have been allowed...
more time to complete the passages and questions or fewer passages and questions should have been assigned. This study did not take into account other font styles or the use of double spacing.

The results of this study have two primary implications. Future research is needed because font size recommendations based on print media are inadequate, and the optimal size font for CBI applications is still not known. Future research should include the use of larger font sizes and take the above limitations into account.
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